**LITTLE PROSPECT HALSEY WILL LIVE**

Chances Are Against Him, Say the Attending Physicians.

**DR. SHUAMAS TESTIFIES**

Bays Performed Operation for Appendicitis, Having a Bad Complications. That He Performed It.

**SAN FRANCISCO, Aug 3—D. W. Morse, the reverend clergyman, died yesterday of a heart attack. He was 62 years old.**

**SHERIFF'S CHILD IN JAIL**

Young Girl Arrested on Larceny Charge.

**AGO WOULD KILL PRESIDENTS**

Missouri Journal's Editorial Manager Shoots Olin and Bates.

**MORGAN'S ART TREASURES**

Victor Brevett, former Palm Beach resident, has an extensive collection of art treasures. He is a former Palm Beach resident.

**SHIELDS SCATTER MOORS**

Chairmen of the Board for the time being have the power to appoint, suspend, dismiss and remove any member of the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors shall consist of five members, each of whom shall be appointed by the Chairman. The Board shall have the power to regulate the business of the corporation and to make all necessary rules and regulations for the management of its affairs.

**TO CURTAIL LEAD OUTPUT**

Significance Said to Add to Value of Town Officials in Battle.

**WOMEN'S PERCALE WRAPPERS 98c**

They're Worth to $2.75 Ea.

Tourist Coats for Half.

Every dress that will add weight is crossed by one that is crossed by another, that you can never be able to buy for this price ordinarily. Several in the list, of course.

**WOMEN'S PERCALE WRAPPERS**—In wool, silks or pure silk, woven in grey or crimson colors. Hand-loomed goods, finished in the finest shades that will regularly be put at 2.50. Some in the list will be made from today.

**Women's Fine Lisle Hose for 17c**

Indeed, this is an unusual bargain, in the best sort of Hess. A lot made up of old fits and samples, plain lisle, fine and the cotton stockings. These Hess, indeed, are a large variety; also black, black, pure shades of red, and white. They're, then, the proven grey and tan.

**Missed Fines Black hose Lace, Worth $1.80 each, only 7c**

This good Hesse was made up of a number of old lots of fine Hess, about the price, and all the different sizes and colors of these Hess, and all the various shades among them, and nearly all sizes, and, then, all sizes of Hess, and nearly all sizes of Hess, and nearly all sizes of Hess. All Hose, please report for today.

**Bathing Shoes 1; 2, 5 and 7 1/2; 12c**

Women's Plain White Socks—Specials to 25c. Women's Plain and Fancy Socks Ranges.

**Men's Shirts for $1.07**

A handsome line of very fine England shirts in gegen offers, and they run in good time. They are $1.07 special.

**Men's Shirts**

The shirts have always been reserved for the good styles and satisfactory. The shirts are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shirts are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shirts are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**THE SHOE SALE**

Still the Center of Interest in Savings

**LOT 1—$6.00 SHOES $3.29**

These shoes are for women only. They are $3.29 and the regular price. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 2—$3.50 On Barley Shoes $1.98**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 3—$5.00 On Barley Shoes $2.89**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 4—$3.50 On Barley Shoes $1.49**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 5—$5.00 On Barley Shoes $2.78**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 6—$3.50 On Barley Shoes $1.39**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 7—$5.00 On Barley Shoes $1.29**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.

**LOT 8—$3.50 On Barley Shoes $1.19**

This barley shoe is in high style, but with style is made of a very fine wool and the style is in the direct and regular sizes. The shoes are made in the finest linen, cotton, and wool, and the style is in the direct and regular sizes.